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PACKING AND COVERING CONSTANTS
FOR CERTAIN FAMILIES OF TREES. II(')

BY

A. MEIR AND J. W. MOON

Abstract. In an earlier paper we considered the problem of determining the

packing and covering constants for families of trees whose generating

function^ satisfied a relation y = x<f>(y) for some power series <t> itiy. In the

present paper we consider the problem for some families of trees whose

generating functions satisfy a more complicated relation.

1. Introduction. Let Tn denote a tree with n nodes. The distance d(u, v)

between nodes u and v of 7„ is the number of edges in the unique path

joining u and v. (For definitions not given here see [1] or [6].)

A subset ty of nodes of T„ is a k-packing, where & is a fixed positive

integer, if d(u, v)> k for every pair of distinct nodes u and v in <3\ A subset

6 of nodes of Tn is a k-covering if for every node u of 7„ there exists a node v

of 6 such that d(u, v) < k. The k-packing number Pk(Tn) is the number of

nodes in any largest /¿-packing of T„, and the k-covering number Ck(Tn) is the

number of nodes in any smallest /¿-covering of 7„.

If W denotes a given family of trees, letpk(ri) and ck(ri) denote the average

value of Pk(Tn) and Ck(Tn) over all trees 7„ in § that have n nodes. In [5]

(see also [2] and [3]) we determined the asymptotic behaviour of p*(zz) and

ck(ri), as zz -» oo, for families of rooted trees whose generating functions

y = y(x) satisfied a functional relation of the typey = x<j>(y), subject to some

rather mild conditions. Our object here is to consider the usually more

difficult case when the generating function does not satisfy a relation of this

type.

In particular, we shall investigate rooted unlabelled trees and unrooted

unlabelled trees. We shall show that the packing and covering constants

p, = lim p,(n)/n   and   c, = lim c,(n)/n

exist in these cases, and we shall obtain estimates for their values. It turns out

that p, and c, have the same values for the family of unrooted unlabelled
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168 A. MEIR AND J. W. MOON

trees as they do for the family of rooted unlabelled trees.

2. Definitions and observations. Let v„ denote the number of trees Tn in <5

that have n nodes. We assume that v, = 1 and that any nontrivial tree in W

may be constructed by joining the roots of a collection of smaller trees from

S" to a new node that serves as the root of the resulting tree. We further

assume that this construction gives rise to a recurrence relation that expresses

yn in terms of yx, ■ • • , y„_, for n > 2. Finally, we assume that there exists an

operator y{hx(x), h2(x), • • • } defined for any (possibly infinite) sequence of

power series hx(x), h2(x),. . . , such that if
OO

y =y(x) = 1lynx",
i

then the recurrence relation for yn can be expressed in terms of generating

functions as

v(x) = y{v(x),v(x2), • • • }.

For notational convenience we shall write this simply as

(2.1) v(x) = T{v(x)}.

More generally, if w(x, z) is any power series in the two variables x and z,

then we let

T{w(x, z)) = y [w(x, z), w(x2, z2), • • • }

where w(x, z), w(x2, z2), • • • are interpreted as functions of x for fixed

values of z.

The results in [5] can be used to determine recursively the number of trees

T„ in <5 for which Pk(T„) = i or for which Ck(T„) = /, for 1 < i < n.

However, because of the general difficulty in establishing the existence and

finding the explicit values of the packing and covering constants

Pk = J^oPk{n)/n   and   ck = fan ck(n)/n

when the operator T cannot be expressed as T{y(x)) = xib(y(x)), we shall

restrict our attention to the constants px and cx. We shall use the fact (see [4])

that P2k(T„) = Ck(T„) for any tree T„ in determining c,, so we shall actually

be considering 1-packings and 2-packings.

Letpni and cni denote the fraction of trees T„ in f for which Px(Tn) = i and

P2(Tn) = c\(Tn) = '• respectively, for 1 < /' < n. If

P = P(x,z) = '2pniynzix"
n,i

and

C= C(x,z) = '2lcniy„zixn,
n,i
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then clearly 7 (x, 1) = C(x, 1) = y(x). Furthermore, if

/»(*)-S7i(»)^*"   and   c(x)=^cx(n)y„x",
n n

where px(ri) and c,(zj) denote the expected packing and covering numbers

defined in §1, then

(2.2) p(x) = (d/dz){P(x,z))i_x

and

(2.3) c(*)«(9/3z)(C(x, z)\mX.

Thus if we can determine the generating functions P(x, z) and C(x, z) then,

in principle, we can determine the expected packing and covering numbers

px(ri) and cx(ri). In order to obtain defining relations for P(x, z) and C(x, z),

we need to introduce some auxiliary functions.

3. Preliminary results. We say that a rooted tree 7„ with root r is a type

(k,j) tree, where 0 < j < k, if

max{d(r, ^P): ̂ P is a largest /¿-packing of T} =j.

Thus, for example, a type (k, 0) tree is one in which the root belongs to every

largest /¿-packing. Let the generating functions 70 = F0(x, z) and 7, =

Fx(x, z) be defined with respect to the type (1, 0) and type (1, 1) trees in ^ in

the same way that P(x,y) was defined with respect to all the trees in ÍF; thus,

for example, the coefficient of z'x" in 70 is the number of type (1,0) trees T„

in 'S for which 7,(7„) = i. And let the generating functions G0 = G0(x, z), G,

■» Gx(x, z), and G2 — G2(x, z) be similarly defined with respect to the trees

of type (2, 0), (2, 1), and (2, 2) in f. Then,

(3.1) F0+FX = P

and

(3.2) G0+ G, + G2 = C.

Furthermore, if/ «/,(*) - F¡(x, 1) andgy = gj(x) = G/x, I), then

(3.3) /0(x) + /, (x) - g0(x) + g,(*) + g2(x) = y(*).

Trees of type (k,j) were characterized in [5] and it was shown that the

characterization yielded a defining relation for the generating functions 7 and

C in terms of the defining relation for y(x). In the present context these

results may be expressed as follows when k = 1 and k = 2.

Lemma 1. //> = T{y), then

70 = zr{7,}, 7, = r{7}-r{7,},

and

(3.4) 7 = r{7} + (z-l)r{7,}.
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Lemma 2. If y = T{ y), then

G0 = zT{G2},

Gx = zT{G0z~x + Gx + G2) - zT{Gx + G2),

G2 = T{GX + G2}-T{G2),

and

(3.5) C = zT{GqZ-x + Gx + G2} + (1 - z)G2.

Notice that (3.4) and (3.5) both reduce to the relation y = T{y) when

z = 1. These lemmas and (2.2) and (2.3) imply the following relations foxp(x)

and c(x).

Corollary 1. If y = T{y), then

p(x) = (d/dz)(T{P))i_l+f0(x).

Corollary 2. If y = T{y), then

c(x) - (d/dz^TlGoz'1 + GX + G2}),.,+ g0(x) + gx(x).

4. Rooted unlabelled trees. Let £F denote the family of (nonisomorphic)

rooted unlabelled trees. It is well known (see, e.g., [1, p. 52]) that the

generating function y (x) for trees in ?F satisfies the relation

(4.1) v(x) = xexpf _y(x*)/*-

Thus the family ̂  satisfies (2.1) with

(4.2) T{ y(x)} = xexp f y(xk)/k.
i

We observe, for later use, that if w(x, z) denotes any power series in x and z,

then

a °°  dw(xk,zk)

(4.3) fzT{w(x,z)} = T{w(x,z)}2      \        zk~x.

The following results are straightforward consequences of Lemmas 1 and 2,

Corollaries 1 and 2, and relations (4.2) and (4.3).

Theorem 1. If £F denotes the family of rooted unlabelled trees then

(4.4) p(x) = y(x)| p(xk) + f0(x),

where

(4.5) /o (x) = y(x) - /, (x) = xexp | /, (xk)/k.
i
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Theorem 2. If £F denotes the family of rooted unlabelled trees, then

(4.6) c(x) - y(x)| (c(x*) - g0(xk)} + g0(x) + gx(x),
i

where
eo

(4.7) g0(x) - xexp 2 g2(xk)/k,
i

(4.8) g,(x) = y(x) - g0(x)exp | g, (**)/*,
i

and

(4-9) S2W = v(*)-g0(*)-£.(*)•

We shall use the following lemma (see [5] for the proof of a similar result)

in estimating the packing and covering constants for the family ?F of rooted

unlabelled trees.

Lemma 3. Let A(x) = l^x", B(x) = 2^bnx", andA(x)B(x) = Sfa*"
and suppose there exists a positive constant p such that B(p) ¥= 0 and b„ =

O(n~3/2p~n) as n-^ 00.

(i) Ifan = 0(zz_3/V)> then cn = 0(«-3/V) as n -> 00.

(ii) Ifa„ •— cn~x/2p~", where c > 0, then cn ~ B(p)a„ as zz -» 00.

Otter [7] (see also [1, pp. 209-213]) showed that the generating function

y(x) of the family S of rooted unlabelled trees has radius of convergence

p = .3383 • • • and that about the point x = pit has an expansion of the type

(4.10) y(x) = l-b(p- x)x/2+ b2(p - x)x + b3(P - xf2 + ...,

where b = 2.6811 • • • . From this he deduced that

(4.11) yn~(z3/2VvT")p-n+1/2zz-3/2

as n -> 00.

We remark, for later use, that it follows from (4.1) that

(4.12) *y'(*)0 -y(x)) -y(x)-Q(x)

where

(4.13) ßW = i+2/(^V;
2

relations (4.10) and (4.12) imply (see [1, pp. 212, 213]) that

(4.14) Q(P)= \b2p= 1.21599- ••.
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5. The packing constant for rooted unlabelled trees.

Theorem 3. 2/ 5" denotes the Jamily of rooted, unlabelled trees, then there

exists a constantpx, where .603 < px < .609, such thatpx(n)/n -»/>, as n -» oo.

Proof. For notational convenience we shall let Gn (J) denote the coefficient

of x" in any power series/(x).

Equation (4.4) can be rewritten as

(5.1) P(x) = (y/(l -y))H(x)+J0(x)

where

H(x) = flp(xk)+JQ(x);
2

and, in view of (4.12), this can be rewritten as

(5.2) p(x) = xy'(x)H (x)/Q (x) + J0 (x).

Since   0 < S„(/o) < yn,   equation   (4.11)   implies   that   6„(/0) =

0(n-3/2p-").  It follows  from  (4.11)  and  the  definition  of p(x)  that

~22p(xk) has radius of convergence p1/2 > p =.3383 • • • . Hence, Sn(H) =

0(n-3/2p-").

Since Q(x) is analytic for |x| < p1/2, it follows from (4.14) that Q(x) ^ 0

for |x| < p + 2e for some e > 0; thus l/ß(x) is analytic for |x| < p + 2e

and, consequently, G„(l/Q) = 0((p + e)-") = 0(n-^2p-"). These facts

imply that 6„(H/Q) = 0(n-V2p~n) by Lemma 3(i).

Moreover, e„(x/) ~ cn~x/2p~", where c = bpx/2/2Vñ, by (4.11). There-

fore, we may apply Lemma 3(ii) to (5.2), and conclude that

P\{n)yn~nynH(p)/Q(p),

or that

Plin)/n->pl-Hip)/Qip)

as n -» oo. Since Q (p) is known, by (4.12), it remains to estimate H(p).

Let

/o(*)-2«„*"   and /,(*)-2 A*"-
i i

Relations (4.1) and (4.5) imply that

y(x) = xll(l - x*)~yj   and  /0(x) = xII(l-x>)"ft,
i i

by a standard argument (see, e.g., [1, p. 54]). These relations and the fact that

y = /0 + /, may be combined to show that

/o(x)e'oW = ^wfi{(l - JO**}-*- J(*)fl{(l - xJ)ex'}'y.
i i
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We observe thaty(p) = 1, by (4.10), and that ax = a3= 1. Since (1 — t)e' <

1 for 0 < / < 1, it follows that

fo(p)efo(p) < (1 - p)(l - pV+p3 <.9275.

Furthermore, 72 = 73 = 1, so

/0(p)e/o(p) > pe(i _ p2)-'(i _ p3)_,e-p2-p3 >.9268.

These inequalities imply that

(5.3) .540</0(p)<.541.

Now,p,(l) = p,(2) = l,p,(3) = 2, andp,(zz) < zz — 1 for zz > 2; hence,

x + x2 + 4x3 < p(x) < xy'(x) - y(x) + x

for x > 0. The lower bound forp(jc) implies that

%p(pk) > p2(l - p)-'+ p4(l - p2)~X+ 4p\l - p3)-!>.193.
2

And, since y (x) > x + x2 + 2x3, the upper bound implies that

fp(pk) < ß(p) - 1 - P4(l - P2)"1- 2p6(l - p3)_,<.199,
2

appealing to (4.14). These estimates and (5.3) yield the inequality

.733 < 77(p) <.740.

When we combine this with (4.14) we find that

.603 <p, = 77(p)/ß(p)<.609,

as required.

We remark that it can be shown that approximately 35% of the trees T„ in

£F are type (1, 0) trees and approximately 65% are type (1, 1) trees, when zz is

large.

6. The covering constant for rooted unlabelled trees.

Theorem 4. If £F denotes the family of rooted unlabelled trees, then there

exists a constant c,, where .332 < c, <.335, such that cx(ri)/n -» c, as n -» oo.

Proof. If we let

*W = *,(*) +2 {c(**)-So(**)}
2

and appeal to (4.12) and (4.13) again, we find that equation (4.6) can be

rewritten as

(6.1) c(x) = xy'(x) ■ (7 (x)/Q (x)) + g0(x) + gx(x).

The same argument that led to (5.2) shows that cx(ri)/n -» c, = R(p)/Q(p),
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as n -* oo, so it remains to estimate 7? (p).

Since cx(l) = 1 and 1 < cx(n) < \n when n > 2, it is not difficult to see

that

x2 + 2x3 < y(x) - g0(x) < c(x) - gQ(x) < c(x) - x

00

< x2 + 2x3 + {- 2 ny„x" < \xy'(x) - ¿x - x3
4

for x > 0. From this we may conclude, by an argument similar to the one

used in §5, that

(6.2) .0179 <2 {c(pk) - g0(pk)} <.020.

2

We now turn to the problem of estimating gx(p).

We observe that

2 U>(p*) + &G»*)} A -ïy(p')/k - 2 &(p*)A
(6.3) 2 2

< ln(l/pe) - 2 P*A = In(l/pe) + ln(l - p) + p <.0092,
2

where we have appealed to (4.1) and the fact that g0(x) > x. Since gx(x) > x2

+ x3, it follows that

(6-4)     2 *i(p*)A > -Ml - P2) - Ml - P3) ~ P2 - P3 >-0078.
2

Equations (4.7)-(4.9) imply that

(6.5) g0(x) = (y(x) - g,(x))exp{ - f ii(**)/*}

and

(6.6) v(x) - g,(x) = xexp(y(x) - g0(x) + 2{gi(xk) + g2(x*)}/*j.

If we let z = 1 - gx(p) and apply inequalities (6.3) and (6.4) to (6.5) we find

that

ze*-xm2 < g0(p) < ze*-XM7S.

When we apply (6.3) and (6.4) to (6.6) we obtain the inequality

pe10078 < ze*oW < pexom.

These last two inequalities imply that .6130 < z <.6140, or that

.3860 <gx(p)<.3870.
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This last inequality combined with (4.14) and (6.2) yields the estimate

.332 <c, = 7(p)/Ô(p)<.335,

as required.

We remark that it can be shown that approximately 15%, 37%, and 48% of

the trees Tn in IF are of type (2, 0), (2, 1), and (2, 2), respectively, when n is

large.

7. Unrooted unlabelled trees. Let § denote the family of (nonisomorphic)

unrooted unlabelled trees. In what follows, functions such as

P(x, z), C(x,z),y(x), etc. will denote the same functions as were defined

earlier with respect to the family 5" of rooted unlabelled trees; functions such

as P(x, z), C(x, z),y(x), etc. will denote the corresponding functions defined

with respect to the family §.

Otter [7] (see also [1, p. 57]) has shown that y (x) can be expressed in terms

ofy(x) by the relation

(7.1) y(x)=y(x) + [-(y2(x)-y(x2))

and from this and (4.10) he deduced that

(7.2) y„ ~ {b3/4^t )p-"+3/V5/2

as zz -» oo, when yn denotes the number of unrooted unlabelled trees with n

nodes, and b and p are the constants defined in §4. It turns out that the

generating functions p(x) and c(x) for the expected packing and covering

numbers of trees in § can also be expressed in terms of the corresponding

generating functions p(x) and c(x) for trees in the family 15.

Theorem 5.7/ S denotes the family of unrooted unlabelled trees, then

(7.3) p(x) -p(*)(l -y(x)) +p(x2) +i-(f2(x) -f0(x2)),

and

d(x) = c(x){l-y(x)) + c(x2)

(7.4)
+ H*o(*) - go(*2) + 2go(x)*,(*)).

Proof. Otter's dissimilarity characteristic theorem (see [7] or [1, p. 57])

states, in effect, that the number of unrooted unlabelled trees with n nodes

equals the number of rooted unlabelled trees with zz nodes minus the number

of trees with n nodes that can be formed by joining the roots of two smaller

nonisomorphic rooted unlabelled trees. If 7 denotes the tree formed by

joining the roots of two rooted trees A and 7, then it is not difficult to see

that p,(7) = px(A) + px(B) unless A and 7 are both type (1, 0) trees in

which casep,(7) = px(A) + px(B) — 1.
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If we express Otter's dissimilarity characteristic theorem in terms of gener-

ating functions we find that

P (x, z) = P(x,z)-\ {(P2(x, z) - P(x2, z2))

(7.5)
-il-z-x)(F2ix,z)-F0ix2,z2))}.

The factor ¿ is present because the order of the subtrees A and B is

immaterial; the term involving (1 — z~x) corrects the exponent of z in the

exceptional case when both A and B axe type (1,0) trees; and the terms

— P(x2, z2) and -F0(x2, z2) exclude the possibility that A — B. (Notice that

(7.5) reduces to (7.1) when z ■» 1.) Equation (7.3) follows upon differentiating

both sides of equation (7.5) with respect to z and then setting z = 1.

The derivation of (7.4) is quite similar. The main difference is that cx(D) =

cx(A) + cx(B) unless A and B are both type (2, 0) trees, or one of them is a

type (2, 0) tree and the other is a type (2, 1) tree; in these two cases

cx(D) = cx(A) + cx(B) — I. (Notice that the latter case automatically ex-

cludes the possibility that A = B.) It is not difficult to see that this implies

that

C(x, z) = C(x, z) - {- {(C2(x, z) - C(x2, z2)) - (1 - z~x)

•(G02(x, z) - G0(x2, z2) + 2G0(x, z)Gx (x, z))}.

Equation (7.4) now follows upon differentiating both sides of this equation

with respect to z and then setting z = 1.

Theorem 6. 2/ S denotes the Jamily of unrooted unlabelled trees, then

px(n)/n-*px and cx(n)/ n-*cx, when px and c, denote the packing and

covering constants of the family 'S of rooted unlabelled trees.

Proof. For notational convenience we shall let <bx, <b2, • • •  denote power

series in which the coefficient of x" can be shown to be O(p~"n~3^2).

Equations (7.3) and (5.1) imply that

p(x) = y(x)(H(x) -f0(x)) +f0(x) + lf¿(x)

(7.6) +P(x2)-ÏJo(x2).

It follows from (4.5) that

/ó=/o(/-/o) + <í».-

If we differentiate both sides of equation (7.6) and apply this relation for/ó,

we find that

p'=y'(H-J0)+j¿+J0J¿ + <t>2

= y'(H -/0) + /0(y' - J¿) + /o/o + <i>3 = y'H + ¿>3.
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It follows from Lemma 3(ii), therefore, that

nP~i(n)yn~nynH(p),

or that

Pi(n)/n ~ynH(p)/ny„ ~2H(p)/b2p = H(p)/Q(p) - p„

as « -» oo, by (7.2), (4.11), (4.14), and Theorem 3. This completes the proof of

the first part of the theorem.

Equations (7.4), (4.12), and (6.1) imply that

c(x) -y(x)R(x) + (1 -y(x))(g0(x) + gx(x))

+ Ï *o(*) + g0(X) ■ ¿flM + C(X2) - i gn(X2).

When we differentiate this and use the fact that y = g0 + g, + g2, we obtain

C> = y'R + /(l - y) + g'x(y - g,) - £(1  - gJ + ^

From (4.12) and (4.13) we conclude thaty'(l — y) = 4>5; hence,

(7.7) c' = y'7 + g\ (y - gx) - g'2(l - g2) + ¿>6.

It follows from'equations (4.7) and (4.8) and Lemma 3(i) that

g'o = gog'2 + h   and y' - g\ = (y - gx)(g\ + g'2) + ¿>8.

These two equations and the fact that y = g0 + g, + g2 imply that

(7-8) g\(y - g,) = g'2(l - g2) + <?9.

Consequently,

?=y'R + <t>l0,

by (7.7) and (7.8). Hence,

"c, (zz)y„ ~ zzy„7 (p),   or   c, (zz)/zz -» c, = 7 (p)/Q (p)

as zz -» oo, by the same argument as before.

We remark that it is not true thatp,(zz) = p,(zz) and cx(ri) = cx(ri) for all zz.

For example, p,(5) = 29/9,p,(5) = 10/3, c,(5) = 16/9 and c,(5) = 5/3.
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